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The 5D project

•Develop a 5D model that integrates 3D space + time + scale

•Vidi grant from Jantien Stoter

•GIS Technology group at the Delft University of Technology

•5 years, 2 PhDs (4 years), 1 Postdoc (1 year), 2 part-time 
researchers
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Spatial models

•Several developed independently (CAD, geology, CS/CG, GIS)

•All related, but with different characteristics (topology, allowed 
geometries, attributes)

•Some trends:

• Increasing topological information

• 2D, 3D, nD
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Modelling space+time

•Naïve approach (snapshot)

•Time specific models, linking objects together

•Treating it as spatial (full topology)
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Modelling space+time
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8 GAIL LANGRAN AND NICOLAS R CHRISMAN

connectivity of time is as important to temporal analysis as is the connectivity of
space to spatial analysis.

The next three sections describe three methods of conceptualizing
geographic temporality. Each is judged by how well it represents temporal
topology, since this criterion is indicative of data compactness, completeness, and
descriptiveness.

IMAGES OF CARTOGRAPHIC TIME: TIME-SLICE SNAPSHOTS

A common spatiotemporal model is a sequent set of data-state snapshots (Figure
4). Wood and Fels (1986) supply a useful description of such snapshots in their
description of maps as time-exposed photographs that record only fixed
phenomena because moving phenomena become transparent blurs on the film.
Attempts to create dynamic maps often turn into the creation of a sequence of
snapshots to be displayed using motion picture technology or video display.

Snapshot sequences are an intuitive spatiotemporal model but they have their
limitations. While finding 'what exists at T- is easy, finding 'how has T, changed
from 7V,' or 'what is the frequency of change' is not, because the pertinent
snapshots must be compared exhaustively to detect differences.

The root of the problem is that snapshots represent states, but do not
represent the events that change one state to the next. Even worse, snapshots
provide no explicit representation of object versions or their mutations. While it
may be possible to detect different versions of an object visually as snapshots flash
by, the model provides no means of recording their temporal structure or
assistance in locating temporal neighbors (i.e., an object's previous and next
manifestations). In many respects, time-slice snapshots are the temporal
equivalent of the formless spaghetti data structure; in both cases, the database
objects reflect the graphic, not its underlying meaning. Interestingly enough,
time-slice snapshots share the three major shortcomings of spaghetti data.

FIGURE 4. Time-dice snapshots representing urban expansion into a rural area. Intervals between time slices are not
necessarily equal.

Langran & Chrisman, 1988
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Peuquet & Duan, 1995

An ESTDM for temporal analysis of geographical data 15 

to only two different values, only two components result at g. One component contains 
all locations with changed to 'value 15' (e.g., pine forest) and the second denoting 
locations which changed to 'value 29' (e.g., barren land). 

Utilizing the neutral terms of components and tokens, the event-based model can 
be defined in general as being composed of a series or list or temporal locations, each 
location corresponding to a single point in a I -D time continuum, and one or more 
components associated with each of these points containing the new values and the 
elements to which they pertain. This becomes helpful in the context of potential 
variations to the initial structure, as those which will be described later in this paper. 

3.2. The ESTDM data structure 
The detailed ESTDM data structure for representing changing locations can now 

be described. The ESTDM structure, as implemented, consists of a header, a base map 
that defines the initial world state for the entire geographical area at to, and an event 
list with set of components attached to individual event entries in the event list 
(see figure 7). The definition of ESTDM as implemented in the C Programming 
Language is given in the Appendix. A single ESTDM-formatted file that represents the 
spatio-temporal dynamics of a single thematic domain for a specific geographic area, 
equivalent to a single thematic map layer, is called an ESTseries (i.e., an Event-based 
SpatioTemporal series). 

The header contains the name of the thematic domain a pointer to the base map, 
the name of the base map, the time-stamp of the initial time value associated with the 
base map, and pointers to the first and last elements of the event list. The base map 
consists of a complete raster run-length-encoded 'snapshot' image of the entire 
geographical area represented. Each event entry in the event list contains a time-stamp, 
a list of pointers pointing to each event component, and a pair of pointers,prev and next, 
that point to the previous and the next element in the event list, respectively. The pointer 
prev of the first element points back to the header and the pointer nexr of the last element 
in the event list is assigned the value NULL. The event list is thus constructed as a 
doubly-linked list. 

The use of pointers to connect adjacent entries in the event list allows new events 
that happen as time progresses forward to be easily added. This conceptually entails 
simply adding new events to the end of the event list because of its temporal ordering. 
At the implementation level, the use of pointers allows ESTDM-formatted files 
(i.e., EST series) to expand in order to accommodate the additional data while avoiding 
the need to physically recopy the file. Adding a new event (which has occurred at some 

Figure 7. The ESTDM showing all primary elements and the pointer structure. 
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Modelling space+scale

•Naïve approach (multiple representations)

•Linking objects together

•Treating it as spatial
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Modelling space+scale
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Meijers, 2011
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(a) �:�� ��� (b) �:�� ��� (c) �:��� ���

Figure �.�: Dutch topographic map series. Shown are �map fragments at di�erent map scales
around the city of Bunnik, The Netherlands.

the amount of information to be displayed. Even though a �xed scale is not
necessary in a digital environment, it is convenient that a user still has a notion
of the map scale, so that he can make a proper translation of distances between
and sizes of objects on the map to the real world.

However, current state-of-the-art solutions for storing, maintaining and dis-
seminating digital maps still mimic the analogue map-series concept in the sense
that for every map scale in the serie (e. g. �:���, �:���, �:����, such as shown in
Figure �.�) a di�erent digital copy with independent data is kept and maintained
at the producers site, like national mapping agencies (NMAs) and commercial
parties. Because several of these copies are independently stored andmaintained,
this can cause inconsistencies. With more advanced data management solutions,
these problems could be alleviated and improved solutions o�ered, also to end
users.

A step in the right direction for these inconsistency problems are multi-
representation databases (MRDBs). According to Hampe et al. (����) there
are ‘two main features that characterise an MRDB: �. di�erent levels of detail
(LoD) are stored in one database; �. the objects in the di�erent levels are linked’.
Individual objects are explicitly linked with each other and each object knows
its corresponding objects in other representations which helps when updates
have to be carried out. Although objects are linked, this is still not the most ideal
situation, because data redundancy exists and the �xed levels are still the same as
analoguemap series: Firstly,map content can not be adjusted to scale accordingly,
if the MRDB lacks the appropriate level. Better adjustment of contents could
take place if more granular levels were present, but this would lead to more

�
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Possible base models

•Simplicial complexes (triangulations)

•Boundary representation

•Constructive solid geometry

•Nef polyhedra
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Possible base models

•Simplicial complexes (triangulations)

•Boundary representation

•Constructive solid geometry

•Nef polyhedra
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Generalised maps

•Strong mathematical foundation (with ongoing work)

•Used in practice: GOCAD (geology) & Moka (geometric 
modeller)
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What can we represent with usual 
GIS data structures?

•2D (3D objects are usually represented by their 2D boundary)

•Manifold

• Not all topological relationships can be kept

•Orientable

• Data sets are filled with badly oriented objects

•Holes?



In higher dimensions, objects 
become more complex

•2D topology is no longer sufficient

•There might be holes in any dimension

•Visualisation is not trivial
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What is needed?

•Storing geometry, topology and computed values

•Complex handling of attributes: numeric, text, classes

•Construction from invalid or non topological data

•Queries: geometric, topological, attribute based, or a 
combination

•Holes, in possibly every dimension > 0

•Disconnected objects
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Operations

•Traversing the 5D structure

•Construction of 5D objects

•Efficient access to disconnected objects (0D-5D), which might 
be disconnected

•Visualisation in 2D & 3D (slicing & projections)
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getMarker(markerNumber : int) : Marker
markedLock : boost::mutex

Marked

value : bool
Marker

getMarker() : int
freeMarker(markerNumber : int)

markersInUse : bool[]
managerLock : boost:mutex

MarkerManager

Dart
isGeometricallyEqualTo(e : Embedding) : bool
isGeometricallyDifferentTo(e : Embedding) : bool

dimension: int
markersLock : boost::mutex

Embedding

coordinates : CGAL::Point_d
PointEmbedding NCellEmbedding

Orbit

search(bbox : CGAL::Iso_box_d) : Embedding[]
insert(e : Embedding)
erase(e : Embedding)
size() : int

 
SpatialIndex

createPoint(p : CGAL::Point_d) : PointEmbedding
createEdge(points : PointEmbedding[]) : NCellEmbedding
createNCell(boundary : NCellEmbedding[]) : NCellEmbedding
extrude(e : NCellEmbedding, minValue : float, maxValue : float)

 
G-Map

involutions

d+1

consistsOf0…*

holes
0…*

markers

# markers

embeddings
d+1

incidentDart
0...1

embeddings
0…*

index 1

manager 1
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Thank you! Questions?
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